Under restructuring of electric power industry and changing traditional vertically integrated electric utility structure to competitive, market clearing price (MCP) prediction models are essential for all generation company (GenCos). In this paper, a hybrid model is presented to predict hourly 
Introduction
Over the last decade, under restructuring of electric power industry, with the purpose of increase economic productivity and reduce costs of generation, the electricity markets in many countries have become more decentralized and deregulated As a consequence, they are no longer monopolistic.[Error! Reference source not found.1]
The major economies of the world have moved electricity generation and distribution from vertically integrated operations to deregulated operations of the market. The deregulation in electricity market is lead to competition among market participant to increase efficiency. In electricity market GenCos are the best candidates for iterance in competition to improve productivity and efficiency in resource allocation and offer lowest price by highest quality will be yielded.[Error! Reference source not found.
2]
The electricity markets has been categorized as (a). Single-settlement markets (or real-time balancing market market) and (b). Two settlement market (day ahead or pre-dispatch market). In a single-settlement market, competitors buy or sell wholesale electricity during the operating day and electricity prices, are settled on daily or hourly depending on the demand and available supply. In a two-settlement market, competitors buy or sell wholesale electricity one day before the operating day on day-ahead electricity market and the difference between the proposed and actual demand on operation day covered using a real time market.[Error! Reference source not found.3]
In restructuring of electric power industry around the world, one of the important service in wholesale competitive deregulated electricity market is a power pool by day-ahead market.[Error! Reference source not found.4] In the day-ahead market, the independent system operator (ISO) clears the bids of GenCos for each hour of the next day. For each hour of next day, every GenCos submits a bidding price offer to the Independent System Operator The proposed price must be greater than zero and lower than market limitation level. Bids are analyzed by the ISO then determines the hourly MCP and the power to be dispatched by each GenCos based on proposed price and market clearing price. [Error! Reference source not found.5]
There is two auction mechanism: a) uniform payment that pay for accepted level (with price lower than market clearing price) base on hourly MCP and b)-pay as a bid that pay for accepted level of each GenCos based on its proposed price.[Error! Reference source not found.6]
If a GenCos has an accurate estimate of MCP on next day, it can maximize GenCos benefit, since forecasting both of the electricity demand and MCP one of most important parameter for But there is some deference between electricity and other commodities such as: (a) electricity cannot be stored easily and it must be used immediately as it is generated since physical delivery system operates much faster than any market. The NN models mentioned above can be categorized into two groups as in first group a heuristic algorithm has been applied to determine seasonality pattern of MCP and in second group, heuristic algorithm has been applied to improved NN performance. In this article both of this characteristic has been considered.
Due to the inherent stochastic and nonlinear trend of MCP, it is very difficult to improve MCP prediction accuracy. So, we present a new hybrid model, contains a NN, PSO and GA algorithm.
We applied PSO to improve the traditional neural network learning capability and optimizing the The structure of this paper is organized follows: in the next section we describe Iran's electricity market, and its prominent characteristics including its regulations and mechanism. The proposed model is explained in Section 3. In Section 4, classification present and the proposed model is applied for a real-world case study and results are shown. Finally, we provide brief summery and some concluding notes in Section 6. D) More than 90% of demand will be supply by thermal, combined cycle, and gas power plant and natural gas, petroleum, and diesel, as the most used fuels in Iran electricity market.
Iran's electricity market
Because of governmental subsidies, power plant fuels provided by ministry of energy by lower price as real price.
With consideration of Iran electricity market characteristics, this paper present a new model to predict MCP based on related parameter.
A Hybrid Intelligent Model for MCP Forecasting
The proposed model contains a NN, PSO and GA algorithm is shown in Fig. 1 .The NN is used as the major forecasting module to predict the electricity MCP values and PSO applied to improve the traditional neural network learning capability and optimizing the weights of the NN and GA applied to optimize, number of hidden layer on NN.
Neural Network
Neural network is a type of nonlinear regression model that maps inputs parameter to output (outputs) value by using connected neurons in three layers of input layer, hidden layer and output layer is shown in Fig. 2 . The input layer is signified as vectors X n =[x 1 ,x 2 ,…,x n ] and output layer is represented by y, where N is a number of input.
The NN input parameters in this research has been include of historical MCP, day type, forecast load, forecast temperature, generation capacity and accessible fuel type as multiplied by its corresponding weights value, then summed and added to a scalar parameter called bias and result send to next layer. The output value is result of last layer that it's depends on NN architecture (number of layers and number of neurons in each layer) and NN parameters (weights and biases in each steps).
The NN architecture and NN parameters should be set before analysis. In order to adjust network architecture and train the network PSO and GA has been used.
PSO Algorithm
PSO is a heuristic algorithm for finding a global optimum by iteratively Search to increase quality of candidate solutions. This algorithm foundation based on the group of birds to search for food in the solutions space randomly. Each bird is a single solution that moves in the solution space to look for better solutions.
In each iteration of PSO there are two parameter called as pbest (deferent for each particle) and gbest. pbest is a best position for each particle and gbest is a best solution among all the particles.
In each iteration, the particles move towards pbest and gbest by specific velocity.
In this paper, PSO applied to train network by specify architecture as fallow steps:
a) The process started with a randomly generated particles. Each particles represented weighs matrix and biases. The i'th particles for NN by one hidden layer will be donate by P i 0 in Eq. (1).
As W 0 1i is a b a  weights matrix for i'th particle from input layer to hidden layer, W 0 1i is a 1  b weights matrix for i'th particle from hidden layer to output layer and a 1i is a bias for i'th particle. b) Update particles location by Eq. (2) for each particles. 
Genetic Algorithm
The genetic algorithm is a heuristic algorithm for random search referring to the biology evolution. In this paper GA will be applied to adjust NN architecture as fallow steps:
Step I: Randomly generate initial population of chromosomes. The i'th chromosomes in initial population will be shown by P i 0 as n m (n is maximum number of layers for proposed NN and m is maximum number of neurons in layers) matrix by value of zero or one as Eq. (10).
Step II: learn and test neural network by proposed architecture Evaluate the fitness of each chromosome in the population.
Step III: If the Stop condition is satisfied, stop, and resume in else.
Step IV: Create a new population by operations of selection, crossover and mutation, a) Selection: Select two parent chromosomes from a population according to their fitness. b) Crossover: randomly generate I (integer value between 1 to m) and change i'th rows of parents by each other, c) Mutation: randomly change value of selected chromosome from 1 to 0 or reverse.
Step V: go to
Step II.
Numerical Result
In this research, data set are include of historical proposed price of real power plant, historical MCP, day type, forecast load, forecast temperature, generation capacity and accessible fuel type hurly MCP and hourly electricity power consumption of Iran electricity market in year of 2010 to 2013.
At first, we cluster a years by k-means algorithm, and then apply proposed model for each clusters to predict MCP.
The proposed hybrid model was applied for predicting of hourly MCP from each clusters.
Historical data from each cluster was divided into training and testing sets. Testing set in each clusters included of 720 records of data and learn set is include of all data of clusters except learn set.
To measure performance of model, the result of predictions are evaluate by simple MAE and improved MAE as Eq. (11).
In simple MAE there isn't and deference between overestimation and underestimation while risk of over estimation is more than under estimation, so in improved MAE we applied penalty for overestimation as Eq. (12).
Where R calculate as Eq. (3).
Where m<m'
Clustering
The K-Means algorithm has been used to divide samples into k clusters based on closeness of observation according as Eq. (14). The algorithms give K (number of cluster) and data set as inputs and apply iterative procedure to produce clusters. The K-means algorithm starts with the Κ clusters by randomly generated centroids or randomly selected from data set and improved by iterates between two steps of: a) assigned each data to nearest cluster. b) Update the centroids of clusters by mean of all data points assigned to that cluster.
In this study, data set are include of hurly MCP and hourly electricity power consumption of Iran electricity market in year of 2010 to 2013. The MCP and electricity consumption will be donated as X it and Y it where i is the number of days and t is the number of hour in i'th days. So parameters of i'th days will be donate by Eq. (15).
The centroid of k'th cluster that randomly generated will be donate by Eq. (16).
By iteration of allocation each data to nearest cluster and update the centroids of clusters by mean of all data points assigned to that cluster, centroid of clusters for k=2 to k=10 figured. To determine the right number of clusters, we use within-cluster variance as the evaluation metric and plot the evaluation graph of number of clusters vs. within-cluster variance as shown in Fig. 3 the right cluster number is 3.
The summery of result for k-means algorithm by k=3, result is shown in Table 1 The next section evaluate the performance of proposed model to predict hourly MCP in compared to simple NN for each clusters.
Cluster 1
This cluster is include of days of year by lowest temperature. Decrease of temperature in this days leading to reduce domestic and agriculture demand for electricity. Because of extreme reduction in domestic and agriculture energy demand by decrees of temperature, and highest share of consumption (more than 48% of whole) in Iran electricity market, overall demand reduced where lead to intense competition in this cluster.
Application of PSO as the training process and GA as the architecture of NN, brings large calculation time to this model but this calculation time is not a big concern as the learning process is passed in offline manner. The convergence curve for GA for learn set in hybrid model in first cluster are shown in Fig. 4 .
The convergence curve for GA for learn set in hybrid model in first cluster are shown in Fig. 5 .
The corresponding performance curves, which show the comparison of predicted by proposed model and simple NN and actual results, for test set of first cluster are shown in Fig. 6 .
Cluster 2
This cluster is include of transition days from cluster 1 to cluster 3 and reverse. The most important characteristic of this cluster is a high variance of changes of MCP in day long.
The convergence curve for GA for learn set in hybrid model in second cluster are shown in fig. 7 .
The corresponding performance curves, which show the comparison of predicted by proposed model and simple NN and actual results, for test set of second cluster are shown in Fig. 8 .
Cluster 3
This cluster is include of days of year by highest temperature. Increase of temperature in this days leading to increase domestic and agriculture demand for electricity where lead to MCP move up to the top with lowest variance on day long.
The convergence curve for GA for learn set in hybrid model in third cluster are shown in Fig. 9 .
The corresponding performance curves, which show the comparison of predicted by proposed model and simple NN and actual results, for test set of third cluster are shown in Fig. 10 . Table 2 shows the result of proposed model in compare of simple NN and combination of NN and bat algorithm of [18] for each clusters by simple and improved MAE.
As seen from Table 2 , all simple and improved MAE values of our proposed model are much lower than the simple and improved MAE values of simple neural network and combination of NN and bat algorithm models. This examination and the previous one reveal the price forecast capability of the proposed strategy
Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper, a new hybrid intelligent prediction model combined of neural network, GA and PSO is proposed for market clearing price forecast. Therefore, in order to select the best records from historical data to learn NN, days of year has been clustered on three clusters based on daily demands and MCP. And
The NN module utilized to predict the electricity MCP, the PSO and the GA utilized to improved NN learning algorithm and NN architecture. In order to select the best records from historical data to learn NN, days of year has been clustered on three clusters based on daily demands and MCP.
So, the NN's learn set is classified into three cluster as fallow: The proposed models performance also better than combination of NN and bat algorithm as much as 4%. 
